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What do we

know about

adult content?

It’s abundant, it became ten times more

qualitative than before, and a number of

companies derive abnormal profits

from it.

And whatever subjective attitude toward

this content, objectively, it is just a vast

area for earnings.



But what if we say that

those realias that

exist now will become

history in the short run?

This is the first project allowing people to 

create and make adult content at home 

where the whole range of emotions is 

transmitted via a special device, and to 

realize one’s creative potential from a 

distance without involvement of 

professional actors and script writers.

You not only see, You feel!

Complete immersion into the virtual reality!
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Programmable devices for 

adults with opened API 

(application interface).

Vibrotracks could be created for 

any uploaded video. Thanks to it 

video image will be synchronized 

to what happens on screen.

Far from your 

boyfriend/girlfriend? Our smart 

device can help. Record a 

message (audio/video), create a 

vibrotrack or control the process 

remotely.

Choose video you like (VR or 

not). Use vibrotracks, installed 

by other users, or create your 

own

(because only you know yourself 

and your needs)

Our uniqueness:



To change that way that  

everybody could become a  

creator and do something  

peculiar of one’sown.

Here and now

– a perfect moment to change

the approach to adult content

creation.

The Main Objectives of Our Project

And make money  

out of it, of

course..

Our objective lies in creation of interactive, public and absolutely  

anonymous cryptocurrency network, as well asa

number of technical devices specially developed  

for adult entertainments. Moreover, we develop

one-of-a-kind IT technologies that allowanyone  

willing to join theactively evolving VR-market

with integration in POV and sexual content.
And above all, we create adult toys with  

feedback (response).

Our task is to stimulate sales and prevent  

from proliferation of software piracy. The  

point is that each member is to any extent  

privy to creation of new materials. It is not

profitable for anyone to post content on Internet  

for free if it can be provided on a paid basis.



For payment on the platform that works without mediators  
and commissions.

Transparent financial scheme and therefore enhanced  
credibility.

Earnings on the platform either from the sale of various  
goods and services, or from acquired tokens. The higher  
the involvement rate: more people buy goods and services,  
the higher cost of our token.

Possibility to trade on exchanges after ICO introduction.

We use a blockchaintechnology  

which is an optimalvariant:



Project opportunities:

VR-content that may be synchronized with device (vibrator or any other  
smart adult toy) with public API (developers have possibility to earn and  
configure interesting vibromodes/other options available on device +  
develop devices themselves).

This is the first project allowing people to create and make adult  
content at home where the whole range of emotions is transmitted  
via a special device, and to realize one’s creative potential from a  
distance without involvement of professional actors and script  
writers. Users have free access to a special application where they  
can edit video and create different actions in the entire video..

Stimulation of VR glasses sales with gaming and education content  
for adult gadgets (concluding of contracts with large manufactur-
ers and perspective of exclusive production creation).



Watching the video content with pre-installed * «tags» for gadget (sales  
of rights to watching).

The opportunity to realize your creative potential, become  
famous and popular not only within the boundlessness of  
the Internet, but also in real life! Take part in various nomina-
tions and adult films and get the opportunity to not only win  

laurels, but also conclude lucrative contracts with sponsors.

The possibility of sales of your own video with  
installed* «tags» customized for gadget on platform.

* Tag is a universal digital unit that determines the quality of gadget’s response on transmission signal from video content downloaded in  
application and installed by a user.
** Token is something that testifies to authority and authentication or may be used for identification of its owner.
*** Cryptocurrency is a digital (virtual) currency the unit of which is a token.

Project opportunities:



Payment for webcasting services with right to subsequent installation of * «tags» for  
a device and further sales (both parties are interested in the process; it gives them  
equal opportunity to make money).

* Tag is a universal digital unit that determines the quality of gadget’s response on transmission signal from video content downloaded in  
application and installed by a user.
** Token is something that testifies to authority and authentication or may be used for identification of its owner.
*** Cryptocurrency is a digital (virtual) currency the unit of which is a token.

Payment for services of adult films producers via unified wallet without adding a  
card and absolutely anonymously.

Revolution for POV-porno. From now on, you do not only post your  
fantasies, get likes for that, but also earn real modern monetary resources.

Payment for other goods and services appearing in the process of service development.

Project opportunities:



Do you have a fantasy, an idea? Users can post contracts under the tender principle;  
other users name the price they are ready to pay for this contract. Upon contract ac-
complishment, a customer becomes an owner, a copyright holder and can sell this  
product on the platform. .

The opportunity to realize your creative potential, become famous and popular not  
only within the boundlessness of the Internet, but also in real life! Take part in  
various nominations and adult films and get the opportunity to not only win  
laurels, but also conclude lucrative contracts with sponsors..

Possibility to provide LET content. The range of educative subjects is  
boundless: pickup courses, rules of conduct, “virtual Kamasutra”, etc.

Earn by advertising. It will also provide capitalization and increase the cost of POVCoin.

* Tag is a universal digital unit that determines the quality of gadget’s  
response on transmission signal from video content downloaded in  
application and installed by a user.
** Token is something that testifies to authority and authentication or  
may be used for identification of its owner.
*** Cryptocurrency is a digital (virtual) currency the unit of which is a  
token.

Project opportunities:



POVCoin — is a currency of the  

future with no limits. Constant 

in- crease in customers is not

oriented  on particular industry 

segment or  content consumers.

We plan to engage
20 million dollars

for realization of the projectand  
issue
1 000 000 000 POVCoin.

Our concept:

Today we create a really unique

product, POVR.

But this time, a person will not only be

a spectator, he will create and manage his

own project. Everything that remained

outside the camera's view becomes

closer. The area which remained behind

the scenes of fantastic gains is not just a

slice of cake, but its main part arousing

your desire to purchase and spend money

on voluptuousness. Unfortunately, the

upper part of the cake is though beautiful,

but often proves to be tasteless; the

attention is focused inwards on the filling.

We baked a brand new product by

using modern technologies and IT

challenges.



Plans for Engaging, Channels of Distribution

and ICO Actuality :

TOKENS DISTRIBUTION

30%

30%

15%
10%

10%

5%

Team — 10%

Testers — 5%

Private Placement — 30%

Partners — 10%  

ICO — 30%

New Products — 15%



What Is the 

Point of ICO?

Since ICO is depersonalized by

definition and anonymous platform

for project realization is involved,

the quantity of potential

investors will grow thousandfold.



Why our POVCoin? – Why not?

Porn brings more profit than oil-producing holdings and football, hockey and any other sports leagues. Moreover, along 

with VR technologies, our platform will have no equal for revenues. A stable flow of users with new ideas is provided due 

to the fact that we work nationwide with citizens above 18. Year by year, the quantity of video content increases: where 

there’s demand, there’s supply. Hundreds of millions of people all around the globe watch adult films daily. This is more 

than population of many countries. In fact, this is a separate planet with its own currency and laws.

Our Currency has a

great potential of

capitalization:

Constant flow of new people and natural 

needs provide regular and growing demand. 

Due to lowering the threshold of sexual 

maturity and massive educational programs at 

the state level, people’s consciousness shifted 

the vector of sex development long ago. 

Realization of one’s own desires, respect for 

each other, and agreements for mutually 

profitable partnership occupy the 

consciousness of people more and more!

FREEDOM and RESPECT are the key 

words pervading our platform and 

explaining what it gives to our users.

Uberization of adult content (POVR) is a natural market mechanism that is 

dictated by modern world. For the moment, the world is concentrated in hands 

of a small group of megacorporations which make billions of U.S. dollars, 

whereas the rest are ancillary staff working to the point of exhaustion and 

earning peanuts. These megacorporations dictate their rules to all others: 

either to their internal service personnel, or content consumers. Uberization of 

adult content gives a perfect opportunity to earn for all participants involved in 

this process; and these are millions of people all over the world. Make the 

rules, produce, create and realize your wishes and demands. One of the most 

popular directions is POV and Home Video, but the most part of it is now free 

and publicly available. Post your “contract”, put a team together and off you 

go! And do not forget to take maximum pleasure, post your video and make 

crazy money!



facebook.com/povrproject

instagram.com/povrproject

twitter.com/povr_

vk.com/povr_project

tumblr.com/blog/povr-project  

reddit.com/user/povr

povr-project.livejournal.com

Contacts:
www.povcoin.io

http://facebook.com/povrproject
http://instagram.com/povrproject
http://twitter.com/povr_
http://vk.com/povr_project
http://tumblr.com/blog/povr-project
http://reddit.com/user/povr
http://povr-project.livejournal.com/
http://www.povcoin.io/

